ODSEY
ELEGANT SWITCH PLATE SOLUTIONS

INTRODUCING
ODSEY SWITCH PLATES
Odsey switch plates offer you all the intelligence of modern
control systems in a discreet, classic plate. They work with
the latest control systems to give you an elegant solution
working perfectly in high-end projects.
The Odsey family consists of two ranges: Metallic and
Discreet, and two sizes: Square and Architrave. Uniquely we
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on an Architrave plate.
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can offer up to 8 inputs on a single Square plate and up to 4

METALLIC PLATES
The Metallic version features metal plates with no visible
fixing. An exclusive magnetic mounting system allows for
easy placement and replacement.
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DISCREET PLATES
The Discreet version features a clear faceplate to blend
seamlessly into your wall coverings. This range is held to
the wall by unique fixings that sit flush to the plate when
installed.
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FINISHES

MIX & MATCH
Finishes can be mixed and matched between faceplates and
switches for extra variation.
SWITCH OPTIONS
The Architrave plate is available with either button or toggle
METALLIC — BRASS

METALLIC — CHROME

options. The Square plate is available with buttons.
CUSTOM ENGRAVING
Plates can be custom engraved to suit your requirements.
Please contact our dedicated sales team for more
information on this service.

METALLIC — BRONZE
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DISCREET —
BRASS/CHROME/BRONZE HARDWARE
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MOUNTING

SYSTEMS

EASY PLACEMENT

COMPATIBILITY

A unique magnetic mounting system, ensures easy

The Odsey Switch plate range is compatible for use with a

placement and replacement with no visible screws passing

wide range of commonly used control systems. The plates

through the faceplate. Rated to withstand forces over 10N

can be used to control peripherals such as blinds, extractor

as per British Standards to avoid accidental removal. A small

fans and air conditioning.

slot on the rear of the faceplate allows removal with a tool
when required.

Below is the amount of available inputs on each control
systems and number required by the types of switches.
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INPUTS REQUIRED

AVAILABLE INPUTS

Buttons 1
Toggles 2

Helvar 8
Lutron 8
Rako 7
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BACKBOX

PRODUCT CODE MAKER

BACKBOX USAGE

PRODUCT CODE MAKER

Back boxes are designed to be installed once all surface

LC X X XX XX 1

preparation is complete. They are suitable for use in both
solid and hollow walls.
SOLID AND HOLLOW WALLS
For solid walls, the rear face of the backbox has slot details
allowing for fixing screws and minor adjustments. For
hollow walls, fold-out tabs extend out within the cavity to
compress the wall against the front face of the backbox,
securing it in place. This detail is then concealed within the
faceplate when installed ensuring a flush fit.

A = Architrave
S = Square
D = Discreet
2
3
4
7

=
=
=
=

Two inputs
Three inputs
Four inputs
Seven inputs

BU = Button
TO = Toggle
04
06
07
10

=
=
=
=

Brass
Bronze
Chrome
Aluminium (discreet)

Example
LCA3TO061 - Architrave 3 toggle bronze
LCD7BU101 - Discreet 7 button aluminium
Please call for codes for different finishes of toggles/
switches to plates.
Designed in-house by Alex Leck for John Cullen Lighting.
Made in Britain.
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INSPIRE WITH LIGHT
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